FACT24 shines in a new, modern design

FACT24 will soon be available in a new design.
What will be different?
The FACT24 user interface has been redesigned and now has a new, lighter modern look. Icons are easier
to understand and larger, and colour contrasts have been boosted for enhanced readability. As a result, the
pages have a clearer layout which makes working with FACT24 even simpler.
Sneak preview
We are delighted to give you the chance of an advance look at the new design, which will go live in calendar
week 43. The precise release date will be announced in a banner at the bottom of the FACT24 start page.
To give you a clearer picture of what has changed, we have compiled a list of pages with the most obvious
changes (see below).
In each case the top screenshot shows the FACT24 page in the new design, while the bottom picture shows
the previous familiar FACT24 design.
Please note that all the functions are in the same places as before, so that you can continue working with
FACT24 without any changes.

The new FACT24 start page
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Comparison of new and previous design
FACT24 start page
The function areas on the new FACT24 start page now have different colours.
The left of the page still contains the main functions from the Administration area (light grey fields), while
the right of the page shows the main functions from the Operating area (light blue fields).
Bright blue has been reserved for important buttons. This means you can immediately see where to go to
create e.g. a new alarm, a new static group or a new person.
We have also redesigned the data export icons (red = whole enterprise, orange = organisational unit).
As before, the icons are located at the top right of the start page.

new design:

previous design:

FACT24 Alarme (Tabelle)
In der Tabelle der aktivierbaren Alarme sehen Sie in der mittleren Spalte die neuen Symbole für den Status.
Wenn Sie weitere Spalten einblenden möchten, gibt es jetzt statt des „+“-Zeichens ein neues SpaltenSymbol - an der gleichen Stelle.

Aktivierbare FACT24 Alarme (Tabelle)

FACT24 Alarme (Tabelle)
In der Tabelle der Alarme sehen Sie in der Spalte „Status“ die neuen Symbole.
Wenn Sie weitere Spalten einblenden möchten, gibt es jetzt statt des „+“-Zeichens ein neues SpaltenSymbol - an der gleichen Stelle.
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FACT24 Alarms (chart)
The “Status” column in the alarm chart now shows the new symbols.
To show more columns, click the new column icon which has replaced the old plus sign.

new design:

previous design:
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Activatable FACT24 Alarms (chart)

new design:

previous design:
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Alarm monitor for FACT24 alarms
The alarm monitor view has also been redesigned for greater clarity.
The FACT24 alarm monitor has got a new feature by adding the function “Report”.
In future, status reports can be downloaded directly from the alarm monitor. You will be able to open a list
showing all confirmations received so far.
If further confirmations are received, the report can be downloaded again.

new design:

previous design:

We hope that you’ll like the new design. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
Your F24 Product Team
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